Cheri Hipenbecker – for Treasurer 2017
Simply stated, it’s time for me to step up. The Hipenbecker family joined the Shaw family on Gavin’s 5th birthday,
August 20, 2011, on a Try Hockey for Free day. That night we were scheduled to watch a truck pull (Gavin’s obsession
at the time). Gavin was so exhausted he slept through the truck pull from 5PM to 9AM this next morning – and yes
he was addicted to hockey. Gavin’s addiction became the Hipenbecker’s obsession, from the time when Gavin sang
the praises of Monster on Ice (Grandma “what’s the best day of the year Gavin?” Gavin “the hotel at Monsters on
Ice, nothing beats it!”), to our daughter joining the girls team in 2016 (Mom “Kelsey do you want to be on track this
year?” Kelsey “No mom, after hockey I want to play soccer and hit people”), to my husband Bob getting his first
hockey goal at the end of his 4th decade, and to me throwing down the gloves in the mom’s game. Hockey is a legacy
game, and SHAW has given us the gift of creating this legacy for possibly generations of Hipenbeckers to come.
Up until now I have not taken an official role in the organization due to other commitments, but my schedule has
opened up and I want to give back to this organization that has given us so much. The role of Treasurer fits well
within my professional skill set as General Counsel with Knight Barry Title, Inc. (a title and settlement company).
With this legal training, I should be well positioned to assist the Board in addressing the various legal and accounting
issues presented from time to time.
Thank you for considering me for this position.
Cheri Hipenbecker
7431 W. Wind Lake Rd.
Wind Lake WI 53185
262-939-1393
cah@knightbarry.com

